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EDITOR'S NOTE
Produced, edited and founded by Heather Gartside

Welcome to the third edition of World Wide Words!
An online magazine which hopes to offer welcome, warmth and
wisdom in these difficult times for humanity.
Maybe we should be feeling fearful about what the future
holds? But the truth is I'm not. Often It takes a breakdown for
something new to emerge, and this is the time of new potential
- an inspired moment when we work together towards a better
world.
In the pages of this new publication you'll find a team of
contributing writers, poets, artists, scientists and free-thinkers
who will strive to deliver this new landscape to you. We won't
return to life as we knew it, so let's seize the day and bring
about a better future for all living things on this delicate planet
of ours.
World-Wide-Words is published every 14 days, our next edition
is on Thursday 23/04/20. Please connect, leave comments,
contribute, and spread the word at:
https://world-wide-words.com/
https://www.facebook.com/wwwpublishing/
https://www.instagram.com/world.wide.words/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/heather-gartside/

X Heather

Corona Eye

Corona Lips

The Corona works take the eye and the mouth as their
central theme – two bodily points of entry for the virus
and they are our opening to the world. Corona Eye
(made in conjunction with Anne Sofie Blundell and Rikke
Hansen) links us to our common past, when other
pandemics ravaged the world, Corona Lips speaks of
today when our fragile vanities are laid bare.

Associate Professor Barnabas Wetton is Head of International
Innovation at Designskolen Kolding in Denmark. He trained as an
artist in the UK and has been exhibited at the Royal Academy in
London, Charlottenborg and Trapholt in Denmark and his public
art projects have been published by Mass MoCA in the USA. Further
to this two of his teaching projects have been exhibited at MoMA in
New York. His work is held in private collections in Saudi Arabia,
Germany, UK and Denmark.

Teaching Associate Professor
Barnabas Wetton
Leader International Innovation
Leader DIGIHUB

Tel: +45 91333008

Wisdom from the Flood
By Alain Ruche
Every year Bangladesh is flooded.
In 1995, the exceptional water level covered a
great part of the territory, and totally cut
some islands off from the rest of the country.
At this time I was assigned to Bangladesh as
an European Union official in charge of
developmental issues. We had received an
emergency request for aid from the
government, and I was tasked to assess the
situation in faraway territories. With the
representative of a European NGO (Non
Governmental Organization), we decided to
visit islands where we knew huge populations
were in total distress, with no possibility to
face the current challenges faced with the
flooding. We decided to go to Bohla island, at
the edge of human settlement.

At first there were not many people in sight
and then, within minutes, hundreds of them
were looking at the plane from the shore – it
was very probably the first time they had seen
a seaplane. We were warmly welcome by the
head of local administration, and set off by
rickshaw. We walked for 45 minutes, soon
coming to a place where flat boats were
waiting for us. One man told me 'You are the
first white man to come here'. I did not know
what to think, and did not answer.
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From our hired seaplane we could see the
magnitude of the disaster: 500.000 people
had become homeless (out of a population of
1,7 million) as this part of Bangladesh is only
1,8 meter above ocean level at its most
elevated point. We chose to 'land' in the
extreme south of the island, a very remote
place.
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All the houses were underwater. Inside, their
inhabitants had built raised floors at a 1,5 metre
height, like the lady in the photograph who told
me she had been living in such conditions with
her three children and one goat for two weeks.
People walked everywhere in water. We arrived
at our destination, a small village where people
lived in total inactivity caused by the flood
waters. As the guest of honour I was offered a
chair and invited to sit with my feet literally
under 30 cm of water.
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The village chief was an old, proud man and we
started to talk. He described their extreme living
conditions, so much worsened during floods, but
throughout the year with an everyday life of
insecurity caused by local thugs attacking people
in harvesting time, and a colossal loss of land due
to erosion. I listened to him and asked him
"Chief, tell me what you most need here under
the current situation?' I obviously had in mind
that the EU as a big donor could bring in
emergency aid like foodstuffs, oil, blankets and
construction materials.
The chief looked at me, then quietly answered,
'We need peace on Earth'.
I had difficulty to breathe, as I had in my mind
our available resources and the corresponding
finance we could offer. This extraordinary answer
cornered me in my Western logics of
development and aid to poor people. I was
assuming that nothing happens unless we make
it happen, and that everything that is good must
be seen as a result of our effort and intervention.
Once again, people who had nothing and were
facing incredible obstacles would give me a
lesson of simplicity, humility and wisdom.

This old man put another stone paving
the way towards an unknown destination
for me, further nurturing my gratitude to
destitute people. Many, many people
accompanied us to the plane, and it was
difficult to lift the mooring line. From the
little window of the seaplane, as we
gained altitude, I could see so many faces
and hands waving to us. I was touched
and could feel their collective energy.

Twenty-five years later, I still have this vivid memory of
hope and compassion in the face of insurmountable
obstacles.

About Alain Ruche
A Belgian citizen and now a retired EU senior official, he began his career with the
UN and the World Bank, then worked for nearly three decades at the EU External
Service, with assignments in four continents. In recent years Alain has focused on
complexity and how to look at things from another angle, including the role of
artists for social change. A fellow of Salzburg Global Seminar, a member of the Club
of Rome (EU Chapter), a Global Ambassador of Kosmos Journal, and a TEDx
speaker. He is also a long standing practitioner of collective intelligence techniques.

ruche_alain@yahoo.fr : +32 489107132

The Unsung Heroes
by Heather Gartside

When the whole world is going to pieces, it’s awfully hard for the human
mind, a fragile thing in the best of times, to cope. The world is currently
reasonably united in its fight against coronavirus, something that we never
imagined possible three months ago. But as this pandemic continues to
spread, an emotional pandemic is following fast in its wake. The COVID- 19
crisis has left millions without jobs, sent billions into isolation and forced nearly
everyone on earth to grapple with the feeling that they or those they love are
suddenly physically vulnerable, and that we are attached to life by a single
silken thread. The nature of the disease means that there can be no certainty
about when the worst will pass. With the global scale of the current pandemic,
it is likely that many will need mental heath care in the aftermath.
Social media is a particularly fertile ground for anxiety-inducing information
and disinformation, which encourages stress and causes PTSD (Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder). The risks are compounded for people who binge social media
before bedtime or during isolation, or with a limited support network.
I have experienced PTSD. It’s a harsh, lonely and frightening place inside the
mind that remains to haunt you for years. A desolate place where you remain
when the crisis itself has abated, and when on the outside you should be
rejoicing. I didn’t receive any help to cope with it, instead I turned to meditation
and wrote a ghost story. In effect, I ceased to function properly for four years
while I poured dark imagery from my mind through my fingertips.
But I wish that more people had reached out.
Soon there is a time when those who remain alive after trauma; the heroes, the
rescuers, the medical community, the bereaved, and the witnesses who were
thrust into change at a rapid rate fall down - fast. It’s so important to stay in
contact with friends and family members, and try to take charge of the things
that you can still control. Leave food on their doorsteps, enquire about them,
send random sweet thoughts their way – do not worry about how you may feel
as you cope with their grief, this isn’t about you it’s about rebuilding them.
The gift that trauma can bring you, eventually, is empathy. Empathy is
something that cannot be properly taught, it takes experience. Sympathy is a
shared feeling, usually of sorrow, pity or compassion for another
person. Empathy is stronger than sympathy. It is the ability to put yourself in
the place of another and understand someone else's feelings by identifying
with them. While there is still no treatment for coronavirus, there is effective
treatment for post-traumatic stress disorder. Time and empathy

At some
point in our lives,
many of us will
experience and live
through a terrifying
event - the way that
we deal with it
depends entirely upon
the individual.
We follow
one woman’s v
oyage into the
middle distance.
After a traumatic
accident, the mystical
world spills over into
the present and
unravels in a
dreamlike
sequence
of events.
The
"Middle Distance”
the mysterious and
horrific space between
the beginning and the
end, where the mind
is a tangled web of
fear and delusion.
Middle Distance ISBN- 9781727023381
https://www.amazon.com/
Middle-Distance-HeatherGartside/dp/1727023382

Middle Distance

Chapter 4

STILL
Vilhelm Hammershøi, a Danish painter from the mid 19th century.
His palette muted; daylight starved, still, unspoken and preoccupied
with anxiety. He’d captured the melancholy, the tense dry air and
claustrophobia of partially warmed rooms in this sterile winter
climate.

The everyday colours in 2015 were often lurking gloomily between
oxide of chromium, anthracite, ochre and a luminous Prussian blue
in the long haul to spring in the suburbs of Copenhagen. She would
regularly wake in the darkest hours of the pre-dawn, the plaintive
drone of a scooter on the street in front of the red brick house.
Always at the same time, with the echoing stillness of the dead hours
and in the territory of the wild things. The familiar mechanical
rhythm was fine-tuned to a point that she relied upon to differentiate
night from day; to put a lonesome order in the enfolding episodes of
grief, and eventual acceptance of change.
Her three children slept deeply; the occasional clunk of a limb
knocking on a wall, a snore, the tapping of the radiators and the hot
smell of old pipes and trapped dust. They seemed resilient enough,
confident that their one fully functioning parent had everything
under control and that the family would be back to normal within a
few shorts weeks. She stared into the steely darkness, the light
curtains becoming illuminated by the weak sun, and she knew that
they were misguided to believe in these comforting thoughts.
The curtains looked the same, but the view beyond was
unrecognisable. How could she explain to them something so
abstract, so far removed from all the sunny days of their earlier
childhoods?

So she didn’t. And as the old house came to life at 7 a.m. they carried
on pretty much as normal. Detached - each playing their part, and
gently bound together with love as the smell of baking cinnamon
bread snaked up through the heart of their warm home like a charm.
She, smiling planted a perfumed kiss on each proffered forehead.
Struggling on tiptoe to reach her gangly teenage son’s fuzzy chin,
gazing directly into the theatrically grumpy eyes of her oldest
daughter and climbing into the muggy warmth of her drowsy ten
year old’s bed. Closing her eyes tightly each time to revel in the
security and marvel at their faith
.“Mummy, I don’t want to go to school,” whispered the youngest
child.
A soft sigh, a rolling of the eyes and her old life came tinkling back,
just a small breath. Enough to shake the dried beech leaves on their
hedge, as the mother prepared to coax her little girl onto the school
bus.
Low light from a future pale day beckoned from the east. She
glanced at their sweet home as she strode back alone from the bus
stop, then turned to see daughter waving reluctantly on her way to
her brightly beckoning future. The house stood strong with warm
lights, lovingly painted walls and children's sticky finger prints
spelling their names on the cold window panes, the ghosts of
happiness on this difficulty dawning day.
But that was armour enough; she wrapped the fine wisps of laughter
and the steady lives that they had led around her like a shawl around
her black coat. And, placing her finely wrought determination firmly
by her side, ascended the front steps and quietly opened the door.

By Vilhelm Hammershøi - Ordrupgaard, Public Domaint

Vilhelm Hammershøi
Sunbeams or Sunlight. "Dust Motes Dancing in the Sunbeams", 1900,
This picture looks like a study of the light in all its forms: In the vibrant play of
reflections over the walls and in the fall of the light shadows across the floor,
the light almost seems to dissolve the fixed boundaries of the room. At the
same time it takes on its own fixed form, penetrating with such strength and
presence that it manifests its own reality. Almost tangibly, it falls in from the
window and lies like a geometrical form across the floor. At once visible and
non-material, it takes on a mystical quality captured in the concrete scene.

In the last edition of WWW, Krishna Prakash wrote an introductory
article on the Vedic tradition of India. "Veda" means "knowledge"
and it comes from the root word "vid," means "to know." This system
is not only a repository of knowledge connected to day to day living,
but also contains in itself the knowledge that helps oneself to
realise the "absolute reality."

"Rights" Based Life
Versus a "Duties" Based Life
The majority of the world is tricked into believing that the world as a
whole is a "rights based" society and seldom importance is given to
"duties." Even at the level of the United Nations (UN), we have the United
Nations Human Rights Commission (UNHRC) but we do not have an
international level committee to look into the duties that each human
being should do, which is non-negotiable.
As you read this, just stop for a moment to peep out of your window or
take a walk to the balcony. You would notice that the trees, insects, and
birds are moving freely as if nothing happened, but the entire human
race is forced to suspend its free movement and has placed our very
survival at risk during this current pandemic.
Such precarious situations arise when we do not allow nature to
discharge her dharma (duties). When we do not stop meddling with the
lives of other beings in the world, we too are consciously or
unconsciously practicing adharma i.e. opposite of dharma. The other
beings are designed to co-exist but we in our infinite greed, wish to
control, subjugate, exploit and commercialize anything and everything.
The great Mahatma Gandhi once said, "there is sufficient in the world for
man's need but not for man's greed."
The ancient Vedic tradition gives us a simple framework that contains
the 5 types of debts that each of us need to discharge. Once
implemented, these would help us to develop gratefulness and also
consciously give back in a structured way to society. These are debts
adapted to today's need and shared here:
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1) Deva (the Light beings):
being considerate and kind to nature by moving to a sustainable
lifestyle, to not pollute to her water bodies, do not indiscriminately
breakdown mountains or mine the earth, and generate as little waste
as possible. Those who follow any religious or spiritual path can
practice meditation, mindfulness etc.

2) Pitru (the ancestors):
being understanding and loving towards parents, elders and other
senior citizens. Whatever issues we may have with them, however
tough an early life experiences might have been, still be thankful and
serve them because they were the gateway through which we
entered this beautiful world. Those who follow rituals of the dead,
can do so as per the tradition and culture you belong to, as an
opportunity to show gratitude.
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3) Rishi (the seers):
being thankful and appreciative of the body of knowledge handed
over to us - particularly spiritual knowledge (like this information
from ancient traditions that are ever relevant). However much we
may like to think that we are more advanced than our forefathers,
the reality is that we are not. We may be materially well off but
spiritual depth and intellectual rigor is absent. A simple example is
that no one in the last 100 years, despite revolutionary new
inventions and discoveries, has been able to add a single
alphabetical character to any language! (The English language
continues to have 26 characters.) Today's situation is a grim reminder
of how far we have travelled from the simple yet fulfilling life which
our grandparents lived. Thus, we need to respect and facilitate the
transfer of the body of (spiritual) knowledge to the next generation.

4) Manushya (mankind):
being mindful and responsible towards fellow human beings. After
completing our dharma (duties) towards our near and dear ones, we
are supposed to help others in need. It could be achieved through
helping someone prepare a CV or to set up an interview for them, or
by helping blind or old people to cross the road. These simple acts
help us to get over our "I, me, myself" attitude where we feel that the
only important person in the entire universe is the self, and others are
just there to serve our needs and desires etc. The discharging of this
debt helps us to develop compassion and empathy.
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5) Bhoota (other beings left out of the above 4 debts):
Ants, grasshoppers, butterflies, birds, animals, microorganisms, the
entire flora and fauna have all equal rights to live as peacefully as we
do. We cannot be callous by infringing upon their rights. In the eyes
of Mother Nature, all of us are her children. Thus, the practices of
natural farming, afforestation, refraining from manufacturing or
usage of harmful pesticides, chemicals etc, would allow these beings
to survive and live as nature intended.
To conclude, if we understand the importance of living
according as per dharma, all the above can be easily practiced
and we can co-exist peacefully and happily with all other
beings in the world.

About Krishna Prakash
Krishna Prakash is the founder of Shrimath Yoga (India), a
residential Yoga school. Since 2011, participants from 40 countries
have studied the 21 days course on self discovery through Yoga.
TripAdvisor ranks Shrimath Yoga constantly at #1 or #2 in Southern
India. His online course on "Enlightened Living" is well received. One
of the World's leading Yoga blogs, @blog.yoga.in frequently
publishes his writings.
These are the times when one can consciously decide to move from
"mere living" to "enlightened living." An online workshop on
*enlightened living* is offered by Krishna who has more than 10,000
hours of experience in sharing principles & processes from the
ancient tradition of Yoga, Veda & Tantra. This online workshop does
not promise magic but ensures that one works hard to achieve the
effortless ability to experience "enlightened living."

He is also shortlisted for Forbes India 2020 Great Manager's list.
Visit www.shrimathyoga.com/enlightenedliving for more details.

OUR CHILDREN'S FUTURE
by Professor John Scales Avery

Loving care for our children
We give our children loving care, but it makes no sense to do so unless we do
everything in our power to give them a future world in which they can survive.
We also have a duty to our grandchildren, and to all future generations. Today
we are faced with the threat of an environmental megacatastrophe, of which the
danger of catastrophic climate change is a part. We also face the threat of an alldestroying nuclear war. Finally, because of population growth, the effect of
climate change on agriculture, and the end of the fossil fuel era, there is a
danger that by the middle of the present century a very large-scale famine could
take the lives of as many as a billion people. We owe it to our children to take
urgent action to prevent these threats from becoming future realities. We must
also act with dedication to save our children from other social ills that currently
prevent their lives from developing in a happy and optimal way, for example
child labor, child slavery, starvation, preventable disease and lack of education.
These, too, are threats to our children's future.

The climate emergency: Urgent action is needed
The annual Emissions Gap report from the U.N. Environmental Program (UNEP),
released on November 26, 2019, warned that nations' commitments under the
Paris climate accord – from which U.S. President Donald Trump began formally
withdrawing this month - are not nearly sufficient to bring about the widespread
changes needed to avert climate catastrophe. The report stated that global
temperatures are on track to rise as much as 3.2$^o$C by the end of the century,
meaning only drastic and unprecedented emissions reductions can stave off the
most devastating consequences of the climate crisis. What is needed, according
to the report, is a complete halt in the production of fossil fuels. Renewable
energy is now cheaper than fossil fuels, so the transition to renewables could be
driven by economic forces alone, if governments worldwide would stop their
sponsorship of fossil fuel industries, to which they currently give enormous tax
benefits and other subsidies.
Other urgently needed actions are a halt to deforestation, combined with
massive reforestation, substitution of other building materials for cement, better
climate coverage in the mass media, abandonment of growth-oriented
economic goals, shift to more plant-based diet, and deep cuts in military
activities..

We must rid the world of nuclear weapons
A Treaty banning nuclear weapons was adopted by an overwhelming majority
vote on the floor of the UN General Assembly, following the precedent set by the
Arms Trade Treaty. The Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons was passed
on 7 July, 2017. It prohibits the development, testing, production, stockpiling,
stationing, transfer, use and threat of use of nuclear weapons, as well as
assistance and encouragement to the prohibited activities. For nuclear armed
states joining the treaty, it provides for a time-bound framework for negotiations
leading to the verified and irreversible elimination of its nuclear weapons
programme. The International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons (ICAN)
campaigned vigorously for the adoption of the Treaty, and was awarded the 2017
Nobel Peace Prize for its efforts. Although bitterly opposed by nuclear weapons
states, the Treaty has great normative value, and one fervently hopes that the
force of public opinion will eventually force all governments to give their citizens
what the vast majority long for: a nuclear-weapon-free world. It is generally
agreed that a full-scale nuclear war would have disastrous effects, not only on
belligerent nations but also on neutral countries. As long as there are nations
that possess nuclear weapons, there is a danger that they will be used, either
deliberately or through a technical or human error, or through
unconcontrollable escalation of a conflict. Only a nuclear-free world will be safe
for our children and the biosphere.

We must address the threat of widespread famine
As glaciers melt in the Himalayas, depriving India and China of summer water
supplies; as sea levels rise, drowning the fertile rice fields of Vietnam and
Bangladesh; as drought threatens the productivity of grain-producing regions of
North America; and as the end of the fossil fuel era impacts modern high-yield
agriculture, there is a threat of wide-spread famine. There is a danger that the 1.5
billion people who are undernourished today will not survive an even more foodscarce future. People threatened with famine will become refugees, desperately
seeking entry into countries where food shortages are less acute. Wars, such as
those currently waged in the Middle East, will add to the problem. What can we
do to avoid this crisis, or at least to reduce its severity? We must urgently address
the problem of climate change; and we must shift money from military
expenditure to the support of birth control programs and agricultural research.
We must also replace the institution of war by a system of effective global
governance and enforcible international laws.

We must eliminate child labor and child slavery Worldwide
10 million children are in slavery, trafficking, debt bondage and other forms of
forced labor, forced recruitment for armed conflict, prostitution, pornography
and other illicit activities, according to the International Labor Organization,
(ILO). 151.6 million are estimated to be in child labor (ILO). 114 million child
laborers are below the age of 14 (ILO).

72 million children are in hazardous work that directly endangers their health,
safety and moral development (ILO). More than 700 million women alive today
were married before their 18th birthday. More than one in three (about 250
million) entered into union before age 15 (UNICEF). 300,000 children are
estimated to serve as child soldiers, some even younger than 10 years old
(UNICEF). 15.5 million children are in domestic work worldwide - the
overwhelming majority of them are girls (ILO). Child labor is undesirable because
it prevents children from receiving an education. Furthermore, when parents
regard their children as a source of labor or income, it motivates the to have very
large families, and our finite earth, unlimited growth of population is a logical
impossibility. Population growth increases the threat of large-scale famine as
well as ecological catastrophe. Child slavery is unacceptable, as is any form of
slavery. Forced marriage, and very early marriage of girls as young as 9 in some
countries are also unacceptable practices. The international community has a
duty to see that existing laws against these practices are enforced.

We must reduce starvation and preventable disease
According to a recent report published by the World Health Organization, in
2018 alone, 15,000 children died per day before reaching their fifth birthday. A
WHO spokesman said, “It is especially unacceptable that these children and
young adolescents died largely of preventable or treatable causes like infectious
diseases and injuries when we have the means to prevent these deaths,” the
authors write in the introduction to the report. The global under-five mortality
rate fell to 39 deaths per 1,000 live births in 2018, down from 76 in 2000 - a 49%
decline.
“Despite advances in fighting childhood illnesses, infectious diseases remain a
leading cause of death for children under the age of 5, particularly in subSaharan Africa and Southern Asia,” says the report. Pneumonia remains the
leading cause of death globally among children under the age of 5, accounting
for 15% of deaths. Diarrhoea (8%) and malaria (5%), together with pneumonia,
accounted for almost a third of global under-five deaths in 2018. "Malnourished
children, particularly those with severe acute malnutrition, have a higher risk of
death from these common childhood illnesses. Nutrition-related factors
contribute to about 45 per cent of deaths in children under 5 years of age," warns
the report. The estimates also show vast inequalities worldwide, with women
and children in sub-Saharan Africa facing a higher risk of death than in all other
regions. Level of maternal deaths are nearly 50 times higher for women in subSaharan Africa compared to high-income countries. In 2018, 1 in 13 children in
sub-Saharan Africa died before their fifth birthday - this is 15 times higher than
the risk a child faces in Europe, where just 1 in 196 children aged less than 5 die.

We must provide universal reformed education
Illiteracy in the less developed countries exceeded that of the developed ones by
a factor of ten in 1970. By 2000, this factor had increased to approximately 20.
As our economies become more knowledge-based education has become more
and more important. Besides universal education, educational reforms are
urgently needed, particularly in the teaching of history. As it is taught today,
history is a chronicle of power struggles and war, told from a biased national
standpoint. Our own race or religion is superior; our own country is always heroic
and in the right. We urgently need to replace this indoctrination in chauvinism
by a reformed view of history, where the slow development of human culture is
described, giving adequate credit to all who have contributed. The teaching of
other topics, such as economics, should be reformed. Economics must be given
both a social conscience and an ecological conscience. The mantra of growth
must be abandoned, and the climate emergency must be addressed.
Childhood should be a time of joy! Children's play is not a waste of time. Children
at play are learning skills that they will use later in their lives. Let us allow our
children to play and learn, while we work to give them a secure future world.
Let us give our children, not predominantly material goods, but rather the
love, happiness and future that they deserve.

John Scales Avery

A new freely downloadable book
I would like to announce the publication of a book, which examines the steps
that we must take to give our children and their children a world in which they
can survive.
The book may be freely downloaded and circulated from the following link:
http://eacpe.org/app/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Our-Childrens-Future-byJohn-Scales-Avery.pdf
Other books and articles about global problems are on these links:
http://eacpe.org/about-john-scales-avery/
https://wsimag.com/authors/716-john-scales-avery

About John Scales Avery

John Scales Avery was born in 1933 in Lebanon, where his father was Professor
of Anatomy at the American University of Beirut. He received his training in
theoretical physics and theoretical chemistry at M.I.T., the University of Chicago
and the University of London. He is the author of numerous books and articles,
both on scientific topics and on broader social questions.
In 1969 he founded the Journal of Bioenergetics and Biomembranes, and he
served as its Managing Editor until 1980. He also served as Technical Advisor to
the WHO between 1988 and 1997, and as Chairman of the Danish National
Group of Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs between 1990
and the present. In 1995 Pugwash Conferences, as an organization, shared the
Nobel Peace Prize with its president, Sir Joseph Rotblat.
Between 2004 and 2014, Dr. Avery served as Chairman of the Danish Peace
Academy. He is noted for his books and research papers in quantum
chemistry, thermodynamics, evolution, and history of science. His 2003 book
'Information Theory and Evolution' set forth the view that the phenomenon of
life, including its origin, evolution, as well as human cultural evolution, has its
background situated in the fields of thermodynamics, statistical mechanics,
and information theory.
Avery is a Foreign Member of the Royal Danish Society of Sciences and Letters,
a Fellow of the World Academy of Art and Science, and recipiant of the
Heyrovsky Medal of the Czech Academy of Science. He is also a member of the
New York Academy of Sciences and the Royal Institution of Great Britain. He is
a Fellow of the Learning Development Institute, and currently serves on the
Editorial Board of the Nuclear Abolition Forum, the Advisory Board of the
Nuclear Age Peace Foundation. He is a Member of the Transcend Network for
Peace and Development and Associate of the Transnational Foundation for
Peace and Future Research, and is the author of more than 30 books and 200
articles.
Contact: avery.john.s@gmail.com

Bristlecone Pine
Bristlecone Pine National Monument, California. The oldest living things on earth!

Μια καλή θέα: Mia Kali Thea (ME-ah Kah-LEE THAY-uh)
means "A Good View" in Greek.
Mia Kali Thea, a US-based non-profit organization founded by photographer
Melinda Graper, is where photography and philanthropy intersect. We believe
that everyone needs a good view whether that’s beautiful art or freedom from
slavery and human trafficking, a meal, or a chance to learn. Purchase an
image from Mia Kali Thea and we make the good view you buy even more
beautiful by sharing it with others. We donate 100% of proceeds from sales to
organizations working in service and rescue sectors. Everyone needs a good
view!
All photographs for the organization are created by Melinda who loves to
travel and find good views around the world. Originally from the United States,
she is currently living in Copenhagen, Denmark with her husband.
As Mia Kali Thea grows, we’ll look at ways to provide physical prints to places in
need of a good view (e.g. rescue facilities, homeless shelters, food pantries, and
prisons).
Find out more information and follow Mia Kali Thea at
https://miakalithea.org and on Facebook and Instagram.

Raindrops. St. George, Utah

Little Ladybug. Anza-Borrego Desert, California

Rural Barn. Between Røros and Trondheim, Norway

The Crossing. Tokyo, Japan

Incense. Kamakura, Japan

Green Shutters. Rethymno, Crete, Greece

Neck and Shoulders Exercises
by @elenayogainternational

In this time of working from home, often stooped over the
computer it's important to release, relax and readjust the
posture. Here, Italian yoga teacher, Elena Boriani gives
instructions on a short series of movements to help us actively
invest in and look after ourselves.
Important - please remember to always be gentle with your body,
never force it, and be aware that the practice and all exercises are
your own responsibility. It is recommended that you follow your
breathing and your body to become aware of how you feel when
you practice - adjust the exercise or undo it in case of discomfort,
and always be gentle. The following sequence takes circa 15
minutes and you can of course add your own variations, It is
important is to rest in-between exercises, and to find time to let go
of tension in your body. After the exercise, try lying down for 5
minutes and following the rhythm of your breath.

1) Elbow rotation:
Stretch open the elbows, without pushing, place the hands behind
the head, open slowly on breathing in and closing the elbows in
front of you - breathe out.
.

Rotate the elbows: Continue with small circles, then work up to
bigger movements. This exercise gives more freedom and relaxation
to the shoulders and in the neck area. It also allows you to open the
chest cavity more fully,
2) Arm movement/shoulder massage
Place one hand on the opposite shoulder and let the hand massage
where you can behind the shoulder. Meanwhile, you can let go of the
arm in front and behind you. This exercise allows you to find the right
place in the shoulder where a gentle touch is required, and a little
massage. Moving the arm in front and behind helps in finding the
points that need attention the most

3) Shoulder opening
Place your arm, with your palm open on the wall at the same height
as your shoulder, elbow and wrist, Slowly, very slowly you can then
rotate - looking in front to allow the shoulder and shoulder blade to
open. This exercise is very good for stretching and extending the
muscles of the arm and the shoulder, both areas that we often
neglect and compress.
4) Arms lifted
Stretch your arms up to your head, keeping your shoulders relaxed. if
you can, then place together the two palms of the hands above you,
This exercise is very helpful to de-contract, relieve and stretch
muscles that sometimes become very tensed in a “closed” posture.

.

5) Arms behind the back
Clasp your elbows behind your back, remain relaxed in the shoulders
and consciously open the shoulder blades.
Variation: Press your hands together behind your back, try to stay for
a little while in this position - breathing deeply and mindfully. This
exercise opens the chest cavity and helps the back to straighten and
release correctly. An added bonus is that it alleviates tension in the
shoulder and shoulder blades.

6) Turning the head
Very slowly, turn your head from side to side,
keeping a straight back, and a long neck
aligned with your spine, Breath in, come
back to the centre. Breathe out as you turn
to the side. This position is excellent at
relaxing the neck area, allowing it to keep
flexible and avoiding tension and cramping.

7) Side neck relaxation
Place your right hand gently on the top of your head, with the other
arm straight and facing down. Without pushing, and breathing
gently out, relax the muscles of your head on one side, and lean the
head over to the relaxed side. You will stretch and create a longer
neck on the opposite side. Breathing in you come back in the centre,
breathing out on the other side, slowly and gently.
Variation: Place the stretched arm with the palm of the hand on the
opposite shoulder, stretching the side neck muscles. This exercise
provides a beautiful stretch of the neck area, allowing the muscles to
get long, stretched and allowing more flow of blood and oxygen.

8) Clasp fingers – push palms together
You let your fingers grip together, your elbows, shoulders and wrists
are at the same level. Try to extend the movement of your hands,
arms and shoulder-blades. Alternate this extension with pushing
your palms together. Make sure to always keep the shoulders, elbows
and wrists on the same line, With your shoulders relaxed this
exercise reinforces the chest muscles. Also, warming up and giving a
nice tone to the area of the neck, shoulder and shoulder-blades.

9) Relaxation of the vision
Focus on your index finger close
to the face, then slowly stretch
the arm out, staring at the
finger at all times, Breathe
normally, shoulders relaxed and
with a long neck aligned to the
spine, This will relax your sight
and bring awareness in the
vision, Often we take positions
that are bad for our back,
shoulders and neck when we
focus on a book or a computer
screen. It is good once in a
while to relax also the eyes. This
sight posture, together with
awareness of the position of the
body will give more focus on
the mind and relax the intensity
of our vision.
10) Arm rotation
Place yourself on the knees,
stretch one leg behind you, lift
your pelvis and you let one arm
make big circles touching the
ground
and
stretching
upwards. Look at both sides of
your hand, very slowly, Breathe
in when the arm goes up,
breathe out when the arm
goes down. This exercise
involves the entire body and
allows a complete relaxation of
the shoulders, neck and arms
together with opening the
chest and improving the
breathing.

About Elena Boriani
Elena is a certified hatha yoga teacher and swimming-wellness
teacher, originally from Italy but now living in Denmark with her
Danish partner and three small children.
Her main professional interest is in health of the body and of the
mind. Connecting yoga and wellness in water studies with her job
as an independent researcher in toxicology, health, gender equality
and sustainability.
She has a PhD in human and environmental risk assessment
related to chemical substances, and has many years of experience
working in interdisciplinary international projects and teams. In
public health, risk assessment, food safety and toxic chemicals.
Currently, she is involved in research into gender equality,
communication and theoretical dimension of One Health
international working groups. In this she collaborates with public
and private sectors on projects to identify the potential human and
environmental health risks of chemicals.

https://www.facebook.com/Elenayogainternational/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRwY2I3OsR37ODW4CzSUaRg

The Times They are a’Changing.
by Claire Smith
Moving to the other side of the world was quite a dramatic change to my
comfortable, well-established life on the east coast of England. Change wasn’t
just the packing up my life, selling my house, my business, saying goodbye to my
family and friends and flying off into the great blue yonder. I nearly didn’t go.
And within 5 days of arriving in Australia the world had changed, forever.
September 11th 2001. Sheringham, North Norfolk
5 days before I got on Flight BA138 at London Heathrow I was house sitting for an
Irish friend. My house was sold, my camper van, Vera, was sold and Mari’s idyllic
flint-cottage overlooking the slipway to the beach was all mine. It was about 2
ish in the afternoon. I had fallen asleep in the bay-window seat of the kitchen
after devouring an exceptionally delicious lunch of moules marinière. Glorious
September sun dappled through the glass as I dozed. I was startled out of my
stupor by the sound of my phone ringing. My dear friend Sara, landlady of the
Robin Hood Inn, was on the other end of the line. The pub was one of 11
establishments within a half mile radius of the town centre, and I had often
helped out behind the bar. My first thought was “please don’t ask me to come
and pull pints.

All she said was four words,
“Put the tv on”.
I said, “what channel?”
"Any, it’s the same on them all”.
That day changed our world forever.
September 16th 2001. Heathrow Airport
However logical and grounded you are, until you face an unprecedented
moment in your life you really have no idea how surreal and illogical everything
feels. It took two Valium to get me on the first flight and two more to get on the
second flight. This was only the third time I had flown overseas, and I had never
done it on my own or in the aftermath of a world-changing nightmare. The
second flight was with Thai Airways out of Singapore. If you aren’t familiar with
Singapore International airport let me describe it for you. It’s big, very big. There’s
a huge koi carp pool right at the centre of the terminal and you can also have
your feet nibbled by other fish species in a cordoned off area. There’s every type
of massage available and millions of orchids for sale. There are exits and
travelators, a small train that will take you to another wing of the terminal and of
course, thousands of people. This is a total brain overload, especially when a
cocktail of Valium, fear and a new unknown are taking the brain and gut on a
roller coaster ride that just doesn’t slow down.

Luckily I got on the right flight. The tension was high. The security checks had
been as rigorous and time consuming as they’d been in London but they were
reassuring, nevertheless. I remember sitting in my seat thinking, how the hell did
this happen. And then I realised I was scanning the other passengers and I was
looking for possible terrorists. I tried not to, it wasn’t logical but I couldn’t help
myself, there was a greater force telling me that everyone that looked slightly
“Arabic” was dangerous! I fought against this rising fear, closing my eyes and
forbidding myself to look anymore. 5 days of terror and tv, newspapers and
constant radio sound bites had turned me in to an accidental racist. In that
moment of realisation I was horrified that I’d been brainwashed.
It is important to understand that fear is a necessary response to danger. Fear
produces the ancient “fight or flight” reaction in the brain. It sets in motion a
series of electrical and chemical changes in the frontal cortex and logic goes out
the window. When we are in that survival mode nothing else matters. I’d been in
that mode for 5 days, just like everyone else, and even though I eventually
rationalised it, the fear continued for many more months to come. It was
compounded by my complete isolation from everything familiar in my life.
14,000 miles of separation. And here I was; an English woman on a 100 acre
avocado farm, hot as hell, mosquitoes biting every inch of white English skin they
could land on and no neighbours for miles. They say what doesn’t kill you makes
you stronger.
Change comes in many forms and our current global situation has brought
about change that none of us have ever experienced.

I refuse to be afraid this time. I am embracing the opportunity
we have to develop new ways of working, communicating,
sharing and creating global communities.

https://youtu.be/hZi4k29FbO4
Claire
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